This is your key to...

one's heart - use red
success - use brown
understanding - use yellow
your home - use green
your inner self - use blue
This is your key to...

First you can do this exercise on your own. You have the following keys to choose from: the key to one’s heart, the key to success, the key to understanding, the key to your home and the key to your inner self. Select the one that is most important to you. You can choose and colour only one key.

If you have chosen:

* the key to one’s heart - use red
* the key to success - use brown
* the key to understanding - use yellow
* the key to your home - use green
* the key to your inner self - use blue

You can use any tools - crayons, felt-tip pens, etc. Then you can give this piece of paper to your family, acquaintances, friends or people you do not know to continue this experiment. The final result will be a collective, colourful picture that will show what people value most.